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IntroductionIntroduction Purpose of the CoursePurpose of the Course

In this course, we will learn how to create a comment and comment group using the screen design software GT Designer3.In this course, we will learn how to create a comment and comment group using the screen design software GT Designer3.  

You can learn more efficiently by preparing a personal computer on which GT Designer3 is installed and checking eachYou can learn more efficiently by preparing a personal computer on which GT Designer3 is installed and checking each
operation during the course.operation during the course.

As prerequisites for this course, you should have already completed the following courses or possess the equivalent knowledgeAs prerequisites for this course, you should have already completed the following courses or possess the equivalent knowledge
in:in:

FA Equipment for Beginners (HMIs)FA Equipment for Beginners (HMIs)

GOT2000 Basics (GOT Introduction)GOT2000 Basics (GOT Introduction)

GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Screen Design Introduction)GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Screen Design Introduction)

GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Elementary Screen Design)GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Elementary Screen Design)



IntroductionIntroduction Course StructureCourse Structure

The contents of this course are as follows.The contents of this course are as follows.  
We recommend that you start from Chapter 1.We recommend that you start from Chapter 1.

Chapter 1 OverviewChapter 1 Overview

We will learn the features of comments and comment groups.We will learn the features of comments and comment groups.

Chapter 2 Using a CommentChapter 2 Using a Comment

We will learn how to create a comment group and how to register a comment.We will learn how to create a comment group and how to register a comment.

Chapter 3 Editing Many CommentsChapter 3 Editing Many Comments

We will learn how to edit many comments.We will learn how to edit many comments.

Chapter 4 Registering a Character String of a Created Text Figure or Others to a Comment GroupChapter 4 Registering a Character String of a Created Text Figure or Others to a Comment Group

We will learn how to register a character string of a text figure or object to a comment group.We will learn how to register a character string of a text figure or object to a comment group.

Chapter 5 Useful FunctionsChapter 5 Useful Functions

We will learn useful functions when configuring the comment settings.We will learn useful functions when configuring the comment settings.

Final TestFinal Test

Passing grade: 60% or higher.Passing grade: 60% or higher.



IntroductionIntroduction How to Use This e-Learning ToolHow to Use This e-Learning Tool

Following is an explanation of how to use the graphical user interface.Following is an explanation of how to use the graphical user interface.

Go to the next pageGo to the next page Go to the next page.Go to the next page.

Back to the previous pageBack to the previous page Back to the previous page.Back to the previous page.

Move to the desired pageMove to the desired page "Table of Contents" will be displayed, enabling you to navigate to the desired page."Table of Contents" will be displayed, enabling you to navigate to the desired page.

Exit the learningExit the learning Exit the learning.Exit the learning.  
Window such as "Contents" screen and the learning will be closed.Window such as "Contents" screen and the learning will be closed.



IntroductionIntroduction Cautions for UseCautions for Use

Safety precautionsSafety precautions

When you learn based on using actual products, please carefully read the safety precautions in the corresponding manuals.When you learn based on using actual products, please carefully read the safety precautions in the corresponding manuals.



Chapter 1Chapter 1 OverviewOverview

We will explain about comments and comment groups and the things we can do with each of them.We will explain about comments and comment groups and the things we can do with each of them.

1.1 Comments and comment groups1.1 Comments and comment groups

1.2 Things we can do with comments1.2 Things we can do with comments

1.3 Things we can do with comment groups1.3 Things we can do with comment groups



1.11.1 Comments and comment groupsComments and comment groups

A "comment" (a character string) indicates a screen name (title) or the like on the GOT screen, or it is displayed on an object.A "comment" (a character string) indicates a screen name (title) or the like on the GOT screen, or it is displayed on an object.

A "comment group" is a collection of comments registered in the group according to the purpose.A "comment group" is a collection of comments registered in the group according to the purpose.



1.21.2 Things we can do with comments - 1Things we can do with comments - 1

Comments enable various displays. You can switch a displayed comment by turning on or off the device (example: M100) orComments enable various displays. You can switch a displayed comment by turning on or off the device (example: M100) or
with the device value.with the device value.

(1) You can display a comment without setting a device. (Simple comment)(1) You can display a comment without setting a device. (Simple comment)

(2) You can switch a displayed comment by turning on or off a device. (Bit comment)(2) You can switch a displayed comment by turning on or off a device. (Bit comment)



1.21.2 Things we can do with comments - 2Things we can do with comments - 2

(3) You can switch a displayed comment with the device value. (Word comment)(3) You can switch a displayed comment with the device value. (Word comment)



1.31.3 Things we can do with comment groups - 1Things we can do with comment groups - 1

You can use comment groups to manage comments collectively or create multiple comment groups for different purposes.You can use comment groups to manage comments collectively or create multiple comment groups for different purposes.

(1) The texts of touch switches and messages can be managed collectively.(1) The texts of touch switches and messages can be managed collectively.

If character strings are directly set for the texts of touch switches or message display objects on the GOT screen, you need toIf character strings are directly set for the texts of touch switches or message display objects on the GOT screen, you need to
edit the character strings set for the objects one by one to change the character strings.edit the character strings set for the objects one by one to change the character strings.

When the character strings are set in a comment group, you can edit the character strings collectively using a comment groupWhen the character strings are set in a comment group, you can edit the character strings collectively using a comment group
to change the character strings.to change the character strings.



1.31.3 Things we can do with comment groups - 2Things we can do with comment groups - 2

(2) You can create multiple comment groups in a project and use them depending on the purpose.(2) You can create multiple comment groups in a project and use them depending on the purpose.



1.31.3 Things we can do with comment groups - 3Things we can do with comment groups - 3

(3) By setting multiple comment columns in a comment group, you can register comments in multiple languages and switch the(3) By setting multiple comment columns in a comment group, you can register comments in multiple languages and switch the
language of comments displayed on the GOT.language of comments displayed on the GOT.



Chapter 2Chapter 2 Using a CommentUsing a Comment

We will learn the basic settings for comments such as how to create a comment group and how to register a comment.We will learn the basic settings for comments such as how to create a comment group and how to register a comment.

2.1 Creating a comment group2.1 Creating a comment group

2.2 Registering a comment2.2 Registering a comment

2.3 Changing the property of a comment2.3 Changing the property of a comment

2.4 Displaying a comment (simple comment)2.4 Displaying a comment (simple comment)



2.12.1 Creating a comment group - 1Creating a comment group - 1

First, we will create a comment group to which comments are registered.First, we will create a comment group to which comments are registered.

(1) Open GT Designer3, select [Common] → [Comment], and click [New Comment Group].(1) Open GT Designer3, select [Common] → [Comment], and click [New Comment Group].



2.12.1 Creating a comment group - 2Creating a comment group - 2

(2) Enter a name of the comment group in the [Comment Group Property] dialog.(2) Enter a name of the comment group in the [Comment Group Property] dialog.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Group No.Group No. 11
TitleTitle Practice 1Practice 1

(3) Click the [OK] button and display the [Comment List] dialog to register comments.(3) Click the [OK] button and display the [Comment List] dialog to register comments.



2.22.2 Registering a comment - 1Registering a comment - 1

The following lists the buttons used for registering comments in the [Comment List] dialog.The following lists the buttons used for registering comments in the [Comment List] dialog.

IconIcon NameName DescriptionDescription

[New Row] button[New Row] button Creates a new comment.Creates a new comment.  

[Insert Row] button[Insert Row] button Inserts a row in the comment list. It is used to add aInserts a row in the comment list. It is used to add a
comment in the comment group.comment in the comment group.

[Insert Column] button[Insert Column] button Inserts a column in the comment column. It is used toInserts a column in the comment column. It is used to
add a registered language.add a registered language.

[Comment Group Property] button[Comment Group Property] button Used to check or change the detail of the commentUsed to check or change the detail of the comment
group including the comment name and KANJI region.group including the comment name and KANJI region.

[Change Attribute] button[Change Attribute] button Set the character property of comments.Set the character property of comments.  



2.22.2 Registering a comment - 2Registering a comment - 2

(1) Click the [New Row] button to add a row for a new comment. Click the button twice to add two rows.(1) Click the [New Row] button to add a row for a new comment. Click the button twice to add two rows.



2.22.2 Registering a comment - 3Registering a comment - 3

(2) Double-click a target cell to enter a comment.(2) Double-click a target cell to enter a comment.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
11 StartStart
22 StopStop
33 WarningWarning



2.22.2 Registering a comment - 4Registering a comment - 4



2.32.3 Changing the property of a commentChanging the property of a comment

In [Attribute Settings], you can set comment character colors or effects.In [Attribute Settings], you can set comment character colors or effects.

<Attributes><Attributes>  
· [Text]: Set the character color. · [Text]: Set the character color.   
· [Invert]: Select this item to highlight the characters (only when [Regular] is selected for [Style]).· [Invert]: Select this item to highlight the characters (only when [Regular] is selected for [Style]).  
· [Blink]: Set a blinking speed of characters. · [Blink]: Set a blinking speed of characters.   
· [Style]: Select a character effect. · [Style]: Select a character effect.   
· [Solid]: Select a shade color of characters (only when [Solid] or [Raised] is selected for [Style]).· [Solid]: Select a shade color of characters (only when [Solid] or [Raised] is selected for [Style]).  

<High Quality Font><High Quality Font>  
Set whether to use HQ characters. (This item is displayed only when [Read comment data from the memory card] is deselectedSet whether to use HQ characters. (This item is displayed only when [Read comment data from the memory card] is deselected
in the [Comment Group Property] dialog.)in the [Comment Group Property] dialog.)



2.42.4 Displaying a comment (simple comment) - 1Displaying a comment (simple comment) - 1

We will place a comment display object for "Stop" on the screen.We will place a comment display object for "Stop" on the screen.

(1) Select [Object] → [Comment Display] → [Simple Comment] from the menu. (1) Select [Object] → [Comment Display] → [Simple Comment] from the menu.   
(2) Click an intended point to place the simple comment object. (2) Click an intended point to place the simple comment object.   
(3) Double-click the placed object to display the [Simple Comment Display] dialog. (3) Double-click the placed object to display the [Simple Comment Display] dialog. 
(4) Select [Comment Group No.]. Then select [Comment No.] or select a comment from the pull-down list.(4) Select [Comment Group No.]. Then select [Comment No.] or select a comment from the pull-down list.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Comment group No.Comment group No. 11
Comment No.Comment No. 2 (Stop)2 (Stop)



2.42.4 Displaying a comment (simple comment) - 2Displaying a comment (simple comment) - 2

(5) Click the [OK] button to close the [Simple Comment Display] dialog. The preview of the set comment is displayed on the(5) Click the [OK] button to close the [Simple Comment Display] dialog. The preview of the set comment is displayed on the
drawing screen.drawing screen.

(6) Transfer the created project data to the GOT or start the simulator. (6) Transfer the created project data to the GOT or start the simulator.   
* For how to transfer projects or use the simulator, refer to the GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Elementary Screen Design)* For how to transfer projects or use the simulator, refer to the GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Elementary Screen Design)
course. course.   
(7) Check that "Stop" is displayed.(7) Check that "Stop" is displayed.



Chapter 3Chapter 3 Editing Many CommentsEditing Many Comments

In this chapter, we will learn how to edit many comments.In this chapter, we will learn how to edit many comments.

3.1 Export/import3.1 Export/import

3.2 Exporting a comment group3.2 Exporting a comment group

3.3 Importing a comment group3.3 Importing a comment group



3.13.1 Export/importExport/import

You can edit many comments easily by exporting (writing) a comment group, editing the comments on a personal computer,You can edit many comments easily by exporting (writing) a comment group, editing the comments on a personal computer,
and importing (reading) the comment group to GT Designer3. and importing (reading) the comment group to GT Designer3.   
A comment group can be written to a CSV file or a Unicode text file.A comment group can be written to a CSV file or a Unicode text file.



3.23.2 Exporting a comment group - 1Exporting a comment group - 1

We will export the comment group created in Chapter 2 into a CSV file.We will export the comment group created in Chapter 2 into a CSV file.

(1) Click the [Export] button.(1) Click the [Export] button.

(2) Set [File name], [Save as type], and [Format], and click the [Save] button to export the comment group.(2) Set [File name], [Save as type], and [Format], and click the [Save] button to export the comment group.



3.23.2 Exporting a comment group - 2Exporting a comment group - 2

(3) Open the exported CSV file to check that the comment group is exported.(3) Open the exported CSV file to check that the comment group is exported.



3.33.3 Importing a comment group - 1Importing a comment group - 1

Comments in a comment group can be read from a created Unicode text file or CSV file by clicking the [Import] button. Comments in a comment group can be read from a created Unicode text file or CSV file by clicking the [Import] button.   
We will add a comment in the CSV file exported in the previous section, and import the file.We will add a comment in the CSV file exported in the previous section, and import the file.

(1) Open the CSV file, add a comment number and its comment, and then save the file on the personal computer.(1) Open the CSV file, add a comment number and its comment, and then save the file on the personal computer.

(2) Create a new comment group "Practice 2" and click the [Import] button.(2) Create a new comment group "Practice 2" and click the [Import] button.



3.33.3 Importing a comment group - 2Importing a comment group - 2

(3) Select the [Files of type] and the file to be imported, and click the [Open] button.(3) Select the [Files of type] and the file to be imported, and click the [Open] button.

(4) The comments are imported.(4) The comments are imported.



Chapter 4Chapter 4 Registering a Character String of a Created Text Figure or Others to a Comment GroupRegistering a Character String of a Created Text Figure or Others to a Comment Group

In this chapter, we will learn how to register a character string of a text figure or object to a comment group.In this chapter, we will learn how to register a character string of a text figure or object to a comment group.

4.1 Registering a character string of a created text figure or others to a comment group4.1 Registering a character string of a created text figure or others to a comment group

4.2 Registering a character string of a text figure to a comment group4.2 Registering a character string of a text figure to a comment group

4.3 Registering a character string of an object to a comment group4.3 Registering a character string of an object to a comment group



4.14.1 Registering a character string of a created text figure or others to a comment groupRegistering a character string of a created text figure or others to a comment group

You can register a character string of a created text figure or object to a comment group as comments. You can register a character string of a created text figure or object to a comment group as comments.   
For example, you need not re-design the screen even when the existing screen needs to be displayed in a different language.For example, you need not re-design the screen even when the existing screen needs to be displayed in a different language.
You can switch the language by converting a character string of a created text figure or object to comments.You can switch the language by converting a character string of a created text figure or object to comments.



4.24.2 Registering a character string of a text figure to a comment group - 1Registering a character string of a text figure to a comment group - 1

In the text figure setting, you can register the character string set for a text figure to a comment group, and convert the textIn the text figure setting, you can register the character string set for a text figure to a comment group, and convert the text
figure to a simple comment display object. figure to a simple comment display object.   
We will create a text figure and add it to the comment group "Practice 1".We will create a text figure and add it to the comment group "Practice 1".

(1) Select [Figure] → [Text] from the menu and click an intended point to place a text figure on the drawing screen to display the(1) Select [Figure] → [Text] from the menu and click an intended point to place a text figure on the drawing screen to display the
[Text] dialog. [Text] dialog.   
(2) Enter a comment in the [Text] field and click the [Convert to Comment Display] button.(2) Enter a comment in the [Text] field and click the [Convert to Comment Display] button.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
TextText RunningRunning



4.24.2 Registering a character string of a text figure to a comment group - 2Registering a character string of a text figure to a comment group - 2

(3) In the [Comment Auto-Allocation] dialog, set the group number of the comment group to which the converted comment is(3) In the [Comment Auto-Allocation] dialog, set the group number of the comment group to which the converted comment is
registered and the column number to which the comment is added.registered and the column number to which the comment is added.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Group No.Group No. 11
Column No.Column No. 11



4.24.2 Registering a character string of a text figure to a comment group - 3Registering a character string of a text figure to a comment group - 3

(4) Click the [OK] button. The conversion completion dialog is displayed and the conversion is completed. (4) Click the [OK] button. The conversion completion dialog is displayed and the conversion is completed. 
(5) Open the [Comment List] dialog of the comment group "Practice 1" to check that the converted comment is inserted.(5) Open the [Comment List] dialog of the comment group "Practice 1" to check that the converted comment is inserted.



4.34.3 Registering a character string of an object to a comment group - 1Registering a character string of an object to a comment group - 1

In the object setting, you can register the character string of the object to a comment group by changing the text type fromIn the object setting, you can register the character string of the object to a comment group by changing the text type from
[Text] to [Comment].[Text] to [Comment].

(1) Place a bit switch on the screen and double-click the switch to open the setting dialog. Then enter the character string for(1) Place a bit switch on the screen and double-click the switch to open the setting dialog. Then enter the character string for
the switch in the [Text] field in the [Text] tab.the switch in the [Text] field in the [Text] tab.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
TextText PowerPower

(2) Select [Comment] in [Text Type].(2) Select [Comment] in [Text Type].



4.34.3 Registering a character string of an object to a comment group - 2Registering a character string of an object to a comment group - 2

(3) The [Comment Auto-Allocation] dialog is displayed. Set the group number of the comment group to which the character(3) The [Comment Auto-Allocation] dialog is displayed. Set the group number of the comment group to which the character
string is registered and the column number to which the character string is added.string is registered and the column number to which the character string is added.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Group No.Group No. 11
Column No.Column No. 11



4.34.3 Registering a character string of an object to a comment group - 3Registering a character string of an object to a comment group - 3

(4) Click the [Yes] button. The setting completion dialog is displayed and the setting is changed. (4) Click the [Yes] button. The setting completion dialog is displayed and the setting is changed.   
(5) Open the [Comment List] dialog of the comment group "Practice 1" to check that the converted character string is inserted.(5) Open the [Comment List] dialog of the comment group "Practice 1" to check that the converted character string is inserted.



Chapter 5Chapter 5 Useful FunctionsUseful Functions

In this chapter, we will learn useful functions when configuring the comment settings.In this chapter, we will learn useful functions when configuring the comment settings.

5.1 Comment searching5.1 Comment searching

5.2 Jumping to the specified comment5.2 Jumping to the specified comment



5.15.1 Comment searchingComment searching

You can search for a comment using the [Search] button in the [Comment List] dialog.You can search for a comment using the [Search] button in the [Comment List] dialog.

(1) Open the [Comment List] dialog and click the [Search] button.(1) Open the [Comment List] dialog and click the [Search] button.

(2) In the [Search] dialog, enter the comment to be searched for.(2) In the [Search] dialog, enter the comment to be searched for.



5.25.2 Jumping to the specified commentJumping to the specified comment

You can jump to the specified comment using the [Jump] button in the [Comment List] dialog.You can jump to the specified comment using the [Jump] button in the [Comment List] dialog.

(1) Open the [Comment List] dialog and click the [Jump] button.(1) Open the [Comment List] dialog and click the [Jump] button.

(2) In the [Jump] dialog, enter the comment number to be jumped to.(2) In the [Jump] dialog, enter the comment number to be jumped to.



TestTest Final TestFinal Test

Now that you have completed all of the lessons of the Now that you have completed all of the lessons of the Comment (Introduction)Comment (Introduction) course, you are ready to take the final test. If course, you are ready to take the final test. If
you are unclear on any of the topics covered, please take this opportunity to review those topics.you are unclear on any of the topics covered, please take this opportunity to review those topics.

There are a total of 6 questions (7 items) in this Final Test.There are a total of 6 questions (7 items) in this Final Test.

You can take the final test as many times as you like.You can take the final test as many times as you like.

Score resultsScore results

The number of correct answers, the number of questions, the percentage of correct answers, and the pass/fail result will appearThe number of correct answers, the number of questions, the percentage of correct answers, and the pass/fail result will appear
on the score page.on the score page.



TestTest Final Test 1Final Test 1

Complete the following sentences.Complete the following sentences.

A "comment" (a [Q1]) indicates a screen name (title) or the like on the GOT screen, or it is displayed on an object.A "comment" (a [Q1]) indicates a screen name (title) or the like on the GOT screen, or it is displayed on an object.

Comments enable various displays. You can switch a displayed comment by turning on or off the [Q2] or with the [Q2]Comments enable various displays. You can switch a displayed comment by turning on or off the [Q2] or with the [Q2]
value.value.

Q1Q1

Q2Q2

Character stringCharacter string

DeviceDevice



TestTest Final Test 2Final Test 2

Complete the following sentences.Complete the following sentences.

[Q1] can be created in one project. The applications include displaying messages that indicate the process status and[Q1] can be created in one project. The applications include displaying messages that indicate the process status and
error occurrence.error occurrence.

Q1Q1

  

One comment groupOne comment group

Multiple comment groupsMultiple comment groups



TestTest Final Test 3Final Test 3

Select the correct button used to insert a comment row.Select the correct button used to insert a comment row.

Q1Q1

  
[ + ][ + ]

aa

bb

cc

javascript:void(0)
javascript:void(0)


TestTest Final Test 4Final Test 4

Select the correct sentence describing the function of the icon in the figure.Select the correct sentence describing the function of the icon in the figure.

Q1Q1

  

[ + ][ + ]

Importing a comment groupImporting a comment group

Exporting a comment groupExporting a comment group

Deleting a comment groupDeleting a comment group

Copying a comment groupCopying a comment group

javascript:void(0)
javascript:void(0)


TestTest Final Test 5Final Test 5

Select the correct sentence describing the function of the icon in the figure.Select the correct sentence describing the function of the icon in the figure.

Q1Q1

  

[ + ][ + ]

Importing a comment groupImporting a comment group

Exporting a comment groupExporting a comment group

Deleting a comment groupDeleting a comment group

Copying a comment groupCopying a comment group

javascript:void(0)
javascript:void(0)


TestTest Final Test 6Final Test 6

The registered comment group can be exported into a Unicode text file or a [Q1] file.The registered comment group can be exported into a Unicode text file or a [Q1] file.

Also, the registered comment can be imported from a Unicode text file or a [Q1] file.Also, the registered comment can be imported from a Unicode text file or a [Q1] file.

Q1Q1

  

CSVCSV PDFPDF

PPTPPT DOCDOC



TestTest Test ScoreTest Score

      11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 99 1010
Final Test 1Final Test 1                              

Final Test 2Final Test 2                              

Final Test 3Final Test 3                              

Final Test 4Final Test 4                              
Final Test 5Final Test 5                              

Final Test 6Final Test 6                              

Total questions:Total questions: 77
Correct answers:Correct answers: 77
Percentage:Percentage: 100100 %

You have completed the Final Test. You results area as follows. You have completed the Final Test. You results area as follows.   
To end the Final Test, proceed to the next pageTo end the Final Test, proceed to the next page

ClearClear



You have completed the You have completed the Comment (Introduction)Comment (Introduction) course. course.

Thank you for taking this course.Thank you for taking this course.

We hope you enjoyed the lessons and the information you acquired in this course will be useful in theWe hope you enjoyed the lessons and the information you acquired in this course will be useful in the
future.future.

You can review the course as many times as you want.You can review the course as many times as you want.

ReviewReview

CloseClose
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